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Why I chose Wesleyan:
My favorite story about Wesleyan is about why my Wes alum chose Wesleyan. His family went to Brown and he was planning to go to Brown as well. No one he had ever met had loved their school more than Brown students. But then he met a student from Seattle who loved, was crazy about their school – a Wesleyan student. So he came to Wes, and inspired by the story, I did too.

Academic Interests: Psychology major
Writing Certificate
QAC Certificate

Favorite class at Wes:
1) Korean – My professor is so cute and sweet! She is always insanely encouraging and supportive. I love going to class every morning because she never fails to cheer us up. I've laughed in every single Korean class so far.
2) Myth, Magic and Movies: The Harry Potter class – Yes, we have a Harry Potter class at Wes. It's taught by an amazingly kind professor who lets the class be exactly what you want it to be – a huge Harry Potter fan club. Just 3 hours a week of talking about the books, watching the movies and sharing and debating about Harry Potter.

Current Classes:
- Sensation and Perception
- Special Topics in Writing: Merging Forms
- Applied Statistics
- Culture in Psychology
- Yoga for Fitness

Why I want to be a tour guide:
I knew I wanted to be a tour guide since before I came to Wes – and after I joined, it became the thing I wanted to do the most. I love Wes. I'm crazy about Wes. My friends are too nice to roll their eyes when I ramble on and on about Wes and how awesome it is, but the distant relatives and strangers that I brag to aren’t. So I really needed a job where I could talk constantly about Wes without it becoming too annoying.

Outside the Classroom:

Extracurriculars:
- Writing Mentor
- Secretary, MSA (Muslim Student Association)
- KSA (Korean Student Association)
- Wesabi (Anime and Gaming club)

Favorite Activity at Wes:
Watching Second Stage Plays
Or maybe eating dessert at Star and Crescent

Favorite moment at Wes:
Seeing the lunar eclipse with the rest of Wes (and a lot of Middletown). The excitement and sense of community was palpable in the air that night.

Favorite movie(s):
Man from Earth
You’ve Got Mail

Favorite song:
Anna Sun – Walk the Moon

Fun Fact:
I’ve travelled to all 50 states in the United States! We even drove to Alaska through Canada.